
Ref Course Title Capability Learning Outcomes Duration Delivery Method
Assessment 

(Yes/No)

Certificate 

(Y/N)
Venue

1 Safety Critical Communications
Communication 

Skills

To improve a users ability to communicate effectively when using operational communications systems.  Includes radio, PA, telephone techniques.  Enhances staff effect when clarity and precision are 

critical, reducing confusion and improving efficiency, safety and customer satisfaction.  
1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

2 Effective Site Briefings
Communication 

Skills

Provides all operational staff with the skills to deliver effective site briefing to further improve safety and performance on operational work-sites.  From managers to leading hands, builds self-confidence 

and means that this course can be used by staff at any location where site safety and efficiencies go hand in hand.  
1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

3 Speaking and Presenting with Impact
Communication 

Skills

Equips managers with the skills and tools to ensure that they deliver their message with confidence, clarity and conviction to gain the support and buy-in of their audiences. This will cover updates, 

briefings and talks whilst representing both internally and externally. 
1 day Classroom No No UK-wide

4 Writing for Effect
Communication 

Skills

Teaches, refreshes and practises students on the key skills essential  to delivering effective written communication.  Delivers the self-confidence and modern techniques to communicate ideas and 

information accurately and with impact.  Introduces concepts such as Mind-mapping to help to improve creativity, clarity and logic.
1 day Classroom Yes No UK-wide

5 Incisive Report Writing
Communication 

Skills

Provides the skills and techniques needed to produce powerful written reports that inform or prepare others for discussion and decision making.  Covers the planning and structuring process of writing a 

report; and creating a draft and final report using templates, corporate identity and branding. 
1 Day Classroom Yes No UK-wide

6 Telephone Skills
Communication 

Skills

Develops the skills and behaviours of effective use of the telephone and its effect compared with other communication options.  Identifies what works and doesn’t work for your staff and your customers 

on the telephone including delivery, listening skills, posture and other improvement techniques.
1 Day Classroom No TBC UK-wide

7 Holding Challenging Conversations
People 

Management 

Providing the tools and knowledge to confront and deal effectively with difficult behaviour.  Applies a proven, simple modern approach to resolving disruptive or negative behaviour without escalation at 

all levels and across varied situations.
1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

8 Better Peer Management
People 

Management 

Enables smooth, practical management of the transition from team member to manager while developing a preferred leadership style including setting and managing goals.  Explores the causes and 

effects of positive and negative behaviour whilst building confidence, self esteem and self belief.
2 Days Classroom No TBC UK-wide

9
Coaching for Performance 

Improvement 

Performance 

Development 

Bespoke and cost effective approach to creating positive and sustainable behaviour change in front-line leaders in order to improve individual and team operational safety and performance.  Introduces 

established concepts to help attendees use understanding of differing personality and cognitive styles to improve theirs and their colleagues performance.   

Bespoke to 

Requirements
Practical No No UK-wide

10 Building Better Teams
Performance 

Development 

Creating a high-performing team whilst encouraging individuality through improved understanding of team power, potential and dynamics.  Introduces simple, proven psychometric profiling as an aid to 

understanding team roles and styles.  Builds on these ideas to encourage the development of better structured teams within the workplace.    
I Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

11
Passenger Information During 

Disruption

Performance 

Development 

The workshop develops passenger-focused information practices that can be applied when rail Customer Service Level 2 (CSL 2) or similar transport hub descriptors are activated, in order to optimise the 

customer experience during service disruption.  The course uses scenarios from the appropriate industry service type to develop effective, practical responses. 
1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

12 Developing Assertive Behaviour
Performance 

Development 

Examines the various types of behaviour that people exhibit and analyses their positive and negative effects. Teaches different techniques and shows how being appropriately assertive is a powerful, 

positive approach that can lead to more open and successful business relationships.  
1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

13 Time Management 
Performance 

Development 

This course looks at time in all its business aspects, how you currently spend it, how it is wasted and how to use it more effectively. It will explain how to set SMART goals, how to use a priority matrix, 

what time stealers are and how to avoid them and how to reach deadlines by breaking tasks down into manageable chunks 
1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

14 Train the Trainer 
Performance 

Development 

This course is aimed at supporting delegates who are required to undertake elements of delivering training as part of their role but for whom training delivery is not their  main role.  It introduces 

established and developing techniques and media suitable for a variety of different subject  types, locations and audiences.  Learning styles are discussed and used to help guide teaching decisions.
2 Days Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

15 Managing Effective Meetings
Performance 

Development 

Covers the essential skills of chairing and participating in meetings including meeting preparation, identifying meeting goals, the skills of chairing a meeting, how groups work, the dynamics of 

conversation, participating well and supporting others and improving the outcome of the meeting. Introduces VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) delivery styles.
1 day Classroom No No UK-wide

16
Supervisory Management - 

Foundational Leadership

Performance 

Development 

To improve understanding, knowledge, self-awareness and skills in leadership. The course studies creative leadership and management and develops how this can be used to improve performance 

among staff and leaders.  It discusses and highlights motivational techniques that empower staff and generate improved performance throughout an organisation, section or department. 
5 days Classroom No No UK-wide

17 Emergency Command and Control
Performance 

Development 

Minimising further damage and ensuring the best outcome in an emergency are essential skills for all managers.  This course uses simple, proven techniques already applied through the engineering 

industry to ensure that in a crisis your key staff make the right choices for you and your customers.  
1 Day Classroom  Yes TBC UK-wide

18
Practical Command & Control - 

Strategic

Performance 

Development 

 Specific LO to be confirmed with end customer upon request. Based around the well established RAPDR system of incident control and management measures, this course uses a variety of classroom 

and practical scenarios to develop and reinforce the students' ability to respond effectively and appropriately to industry focussed scenarios.
1 Day Classroom  Yes TBC UK-wide

19
Practical Command & Control - 

Operational

Performance 

Development 

 Specific LO to be confirmed with end customer upon request. Based around the well established RAPDR system of incident control and management measures, this course uses a variety of classroom 

and practical scenarios to develop and reinforce the students' ability to respond effectively and appropriately to industry focussed scenarios.
1 Day Classroom  Yes TBC UK-wide

20
Practical Command & Control  - 

Tactical

Performance 

Development 

 Specific LO to be confirmed with end customer upon request. Based around the well established RAPDR system of incident control and management measures, this course uses a variety of classroom 

and practical scenarios to develop and reinforce the students' ability to respond effectively and appropriately to industry focussed scenarios.
1 Day Classroom  Yes TBC UK-wide

21 Growing Your Talent
Performance 

Development 

Develops an understanding of delegate's own personality type allowing reflection on personal style and how this impacts leadership.  Includes study of Kolb, MBTI and Belbin among others to help 

understand where the delegate's strengths could lie and how best to improve their effect. Assists in the development of personal effectiveness as a strategy for the future.
2 Days Classroom No TBC UK-wide

22
Leadership, Empowerment and 

Motivation

Performance 

Development 

Deals with dilemma of balancing managing against leading by studying benefits of delegation, its monitoring and feedback controls and its place in motivating others whilst freeing space for a strategic 

viewpoint.  Helps understand personality types, how to benefit from these and how to identify and develop leaders while motivating others and dealing with negative behaviour.  Guides the building of a 

senior team of leaders delivering consistently high performance.

2 Days Classroom No TBC UK-wide

23
Performance (Discipline to Talent 

Management)

Performance 

Development 

Develops techniques for measuring the performance levels of staff and recognising the difference between poor performance and discipline.  Assists in recognising, motivating and rewarding high 

performance in the talented members of the team through managing different levels of performance within the team.
2 Days Classroom No TBC UK-wide

24 Personal Impact Skills
Performance 

Development 

Focuses on how you can make confident, powerful and memorable communications, with particular emphasis on your own distinctive style and the elements that support you in getting your message 

across.  Helps you to concentrate on your personal interactions; why you communicate in the way that you do, how you can influence others, create enjoyable working relationships, assert your needs 

and handle difficult conversations.

2 Days Classroom No TBC UK-wide

25
Safety Based Behaviour - Managers 

Workshop

Safe Behaviour 

Development

Enables managers to explore the key tenets of SBB, identify, develop and share organisational best practice, understand the concept & content of SBB & implement and manage an SBB culture in the 

business.  Users from across the transport community will use examples of their industry best practises to provide new perspectives for those facing similar situations.
1 Day Classroom No No UK-wide

26
Safety Based Behaviour - Supervisors 

Course

Safe Behaviour 

Development 
To assure a supervisors ability to understand, apply and manage each of the five core SBB competencies 2 Days Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide

27
Safety Based Behaviour - Front-Line 

Staff Module

Safe Behaviour 

Development 
To ensure that front-line staff understand and apply in the workplace three key competencies contained within SBB 1 Day Classroom/Practical No No UK-wide
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